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TX:  04.08.10 - Liberty Orders

PRESENTER:  JULIAN WORRICKER


WORRICKER
We start though today with a father from London who is fighting to get his son out of care.  Stephen Neary is 20 and is autistic.  Up until last December he lived with his dad, Mark, but when Mark fell ill Stephen was put into a care home run by Hillingdon Council and that's when things started to go seriously wrong as far as Mark is concerned.  Now the council has made Stephen subject to a deprivation of liberty order and his father has no say over what happens to him.

Well I spoke to Mark earlier and he told me first a little bit about Stephen.

NEARY
Sociable, he will come up shake your hand, he's not very good with W questions - what, why, who - so he'll say you're a man called and you've got to finish the end of the sentence for him.  He will probably try to engage you in conversations about Mr Bean or Abba, he's got his kind of set subjects that he can be very obsessive about.  He's very interested in breaking  [sic] or swimming, we go swimming five times a week, he goes to the gym once a week - we'll be going there this afternoon.  Television programmes - mention Countdown, EastEnders - very, very important to him.  He's a great lad and I'm glad he's around.

WORRICKER
And how long does it take, do you think, to really get to know him?

NEARY
If you're prepared to enter into Stephen's world, rather than try and get him to enter into your worlds, not long really.  If he starts to talk to you about Countdown, for instance, and you want to listen to him then you can engage with him really quickly.

WORRICKER
And the challenges - what are the biggest challenges with him?

NEARY
Challenges are trying to help Stephen keep his world safe.  Autism comes with anxiety, so even the slightest change in Stephen's schedule can make him incredibly anxious.

WORRICKER
Well Mark put Stephen into care voluntarily.  He admits he allowed him to stay longer for assessments but was surprised when the deprivation of liberty order was applied.  The council says it was worried about Stephen's safety and that of people he might come into contact with.  Mark explained to me how three days respite care has become seven months.

NEARY
Off he went, he was kind of okay about going and I thought that would be it for three days, I'd get over the flu and then we'd be back home again.  The following day, New Year's Eve, I was visited by the social worker who said they didn't think that place was the right place for Stephen, they wanted to move him to the unit where he's at now for two weeks and it was kind of put to me to get myself back on my feet.  Obviously I regret it now, I was pretty rough at the time, so I did agree to that for two weeks.  And then a week into that two week arrangement I was visited by the social worker and the manager of the place who said they wanted to keep Stephen there for an indefinite period of time to work on his challenging behaviour.  There'd been quite a lot of incidents in the two weeks that he'd been away at the actual unit.

WORRICKER
Were they able to specify what had happened in those incidents?

NEARY
It was kind of basically lashing out at other residents there or members of staff.

WORRICKER
Was that very untypical of him from your point of view?

NEARY
Not untypical but certainly the level that they were talking about.  I've been encouraged by social services to keep a log over a period of time and for the four months prior to Stephen going away we'd had 12 incidents in the home, which is sort of kicking out or hitting out.  They were saying they were averaging - and this is still the case - approximately 10 a week.

WORRICKER
So a significant difference.

NEARY
Massive increase.

WORRICKER
So there he was set for two weeks in the house that he's now in, what was then said to you about why that two week period should be extended still further?

NEARY
To understand more about why Stephen's behaviour can be challenging and to put kind of strategies in place to deal with it.

WORRICKER
And what was your reaction to that?

NEARY
Well my argument was the environment itself would probably activate lots of behaviours that we wouldn't be getting at home anyway.  So I asked okay so you want to do some therapeutic work with Stephen why can't that take place from the home, from our home.

WORRICKER
Because presumably you were able to argue at that point that you had cared for him for many years, you'd had help from experts to do that, what sort of level of help were you getting in the home on a weekly basis?

NEARY
When Stephen was indoors it would be normally one to one support, myself or one of the support workers, when Stephen was going out on his community programme two to one support.  It was only when the deprivation of liberty order was suddenly introduced that it all started to get a bit dodgy really.

WORRICKER
Now this was prompted by an incident in April when he went out of the house, he got talking to a vicar and then took the vicar's glasses off and threw them into the road.

NEARY
Yes.  So they recorded that as another incident of an assault.

WORRICKER
And how do you react to that?

NEARY
A. he shouldn't have been in that situation in the first place, he was out on the main road, anything could have happened to him that day.  B. one of the areas of work that I've been trying to get them to work on with Stephen is Stephen needs a clear vision of things, including people's faces, so things like glasses, hats, veils, throw him a little bit.  So we always have to be very, very careful when Stephen meets somebody with glasses.

WORRICKER
As a result of that incident he has now had this deprivation of liberty order placed on him and what does that mean in practice?

NEARY
The way that the authority are kind of interpreting the report, or they certainly were initially, was that Stephen wouldn't be allowed to go out of the unit at all, they actually suspended his community programme for about a month, so all he was able to do was to stay in the home.  I could go and visit him there but he wasn't able to go swimming or the gym or all his normal places.

WORRICKER
Can I read you what they are saying about the reasons for this order and by all means come back and give your reaction to it?

They say he lacks insight into the impact his behaviours have on others and would be at risk of reprisals from others if he were not deprived of his liberty in order to facilitate his ongoing treatment and his transition care plan.  Mr Neary has a history of inflicting and attempting to inflict physical harm on vulnerable adults, children and animals.  Were his liberty not restricted at this time there is a higher probability that his behaviour would result in Mr Neary obtaining a criminal record.  For these reasons I believe it's reasonable and in the best interests of Mr Neary to have a deprivation of liberty authorised at this time.

What do you say to that?

NEARY
It doesn't see himself as vulnerable, wouldn't recognise the vulnerability in others.  So I've had a real problem with that whole concept of Stephen targeting vulnerable groups.

WORRICKER
The point I would put to you, I suppose, putting the council's perspective is their ultimate role in life has got to be to try and protect the wider public and clearly their view is that this order will help that happen.  Do you acknowledge that or do you think there is a better way in which they could have handled this situation?

NEARY
I think the order could be in place with Stephen still being at home, the order doesn't say - doesn't actually specify Stephen has to be in this specific place.  Stephen could be at home where he's more relaxed, less likely to be aggressive.

WORRICKER
Well Mark has now launched a campaign to get Stephen home, he disagrees, as you heard, with the way the order was implemented and he was shocked at how much power was taken away from him, given that he is Stephen's father.

NEARY
I'd never heard of the deprivation of liberty order before the 20th April.  Tried to research it since, because it's such a new act there's not an awful lot of kind of case history on this so I think both for carers like myself, possibly for the professionals as well, we're finding our way with this act.

WORRICKER
And how are you actually trying to fight it now, the sort of day to day contesting of the position that they have currently adopted?

NEARY
The local authority has their own kind of process for this so you can put in a formal challenge to the deprivation order.  I did that originally, I did that back in April.  That didn't really get anywhere, I've since put in another challenge because the order was renewed in June and I'm waiting to hear where that challenge is going.

WORRICKER
Were you surprised by how much power this act appears to give the council?

NEARY
I was incredibly surprised at how little power it gives the parents and carers.  I found that happens a lot actually, when the son or the daughter moves into adult services, when they become 18, parents do lose kind of all their rights.  This is just an extension of that I think, the authority become incredibly powerful.

WORRICKER
Well that was Mark Neary's story.  A Department of Health spokesman said this to us this morning:

These measures - a reference to obviously the deprivation of liberty order - safeguard vulnerable people and protect their rights.  It's unacceptable that before this law came in care homes or hospitals were able to lock someone up or sedate them without their consent and without that person having any kind of right to appeal or protest.  There are variations in the system and we are carefully examining the reasons behind this and raising awareness of the act.  As it has already done, where necessary, the department will update its guidance in relation to these important safeguards.

Well listening to all this is Alison Cobb who's chair of the Mental Health Alliance which represents 75 different organisations in this field.  Alison, good afternoon.

COBB
Hello.

WORRICKER
In principle, do you think deprivation of liberty orders are a good idea?

COBB
In principle yes, in principle they're called deprivation of liberty safeguards and the purpose is actually to prevent people who lack capacity from being deprived of their liberty where it's not necessary.  And necessary should mean that it's in their best interests and it's to protect them from harm.  And we've heard of instances where care has been improved through the safeguards, so for instance someone's not been out of the home for six months now gets regular trips out and visits, that kind of thing.

WORRICKER
So it should be, as you say, a safeguard, so to describe it as an order is not giving necessarily the accurate picture or at least the picture that was originally behind the idea?

COBB
Yeah, I mean it is - it's a - the whole scheme allows for a deprivation of liberty to be authorised and it's authorised by a local authority or a primary care trust, usually a local authority.  It's the responsibility of the actual care provider, like a care home, to apply for it.  It is - it's a very bureaucratic process, I mean there are a lot of problems with it, I think, you know it's early days, it's been in place for just over a year but there is - there's a lot of room for improvement in how it's implemented.  

WORRICKER
Well let's specify those improvements, what would you - what would you look to improve, what should they be looking to improve now?

COBB
I think there needs to be - one problem is a lack of understanding among some care staff and a lack of clarity about what deprivation of liberty actually means.  So I think we do need much better understanding throughout all the whole system as to what it means, as to what's allowed and what isn't.  I think it all needs to be a lot more user friendly.  It's very bureaucratic at the moment.  One problem so far is that actually it's not being used as much as was expected and that might sound a bit odd that we're saying there should be more authorisations of this kind made but the suspicion is that where authorities aren't getting a lot of applications it's because people are being kept in homes without that kind of scrutiny and authorisation that this process is supposed to bring in.

WORRICKER
Explain user friendly - I mean clearly from the point of view of the situation we've just heard they are far from user friendly for the closest family member.

COBB
Very much and I think if families are being shut out then that isn't what the intention was and that isn't right.  And indeed whether someone's being deprived of their liberty or not it's important to involve families and particularly where you've got the care and understanding of someone who's closely involved in the family member.

WORRICKER
Is there not then a system to enable that to happen?

COBB
What - the system with deprivation of liberty safeguards is that the person who's being detained or deprived of their liberty should have a representative selected for them and that can be a family member.  But it's still a very kind of complex system and the alliance's view is that if you have a family member acting as the person's representative then they should automatically get an advocate and there's something called an independent mental capacity advocate and they can be appointed to help the person through the process to understand the system, to recognise when things aren't being done as they should be.  And I think that would be one thing that could make a big difference.

WORRICKER
Well you raise an interesting point there, I know you've just published a report into these orders, into these safeguards, which you will presumably hope the government will act upon.  Are government appearing to be receptive to that?

COBB
Yes I think the - I mean it is important that it's not seen as now being implemented, it's been implemented and now it's all going okay, because clearly it isn't.  I think government is being receptive but we'd want to ensure that it has a serious profile within the government in that they do properly look at the reasons for the variations and its use and they reconsider perhaps the name, so that it's more readily recognised as a safeguard and also that guidance and training are improved so that people understand - understand it better and really protect people's rights, rather than possibly doing the contrary.

WORRICKER
Sure, okay.  Thank you very much indeed - Alison Cobb, chair of the Mental Health Alliance.  If you have any experience - similar experiences to our first contributor then by all means get in touch via e-mail.


